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Abstract 

The international standard ISO 16283-3: 2016 provides procedures to determine the airborne 

sound insulation of building facades, both for whole facades (global methods) and for facade 

elements (element methods), such as for doors, windows, etc. In both cases, the standard offers 

the possibility of using environmental noise as the sound source (road traffic noise, railway noise 

and aircraft noise) or, alternatively, a loudspeaker that emits broadband noise as an artificial 

sound source. When using an artificial sound source, the loudspeaker directivity requirements 

have been established to ensure uniform sound coverage across the facade area. This work 

analyzes the distribution of sound pressure level on the facades for the types of loudspeakers 

most commonly used in acoustic testing from a statistical point of view. This study has been 

carried out for both free field conditions, which is the condition specified for the qualification of 

loudspeaker directivity by the international standard, and actual conditions (i.e., "in situ" 

measurements). The purpose of the study is to determine the extent the speaker directivity 

requirement of the ISO 16283-3 standard guarantees correct sound coverage of facades under 

"in situ" measurement conditions. Finally, practical conclusions on loudspeaker choice have been 

derived, based on the behavior of the different types of loudspeakers applied to this type of 

measurement. 

Keywords: Facades, sound insulation, acoustical measurement.  
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Statistical study of the sound coverage  
in facade sound insulation measurement  

using different types of loudspeakers 

1 Introduction 

The international standard ISO 16283-3: 2016[1] provides procedures to determine the airborne 

sound insulation of building facades, both for whole facades (global methods) and for facade 

elements (element methods), such as for doors, windows, etc. In both cases, the standard offers 

the possibility of using environmental noise as the sound source (road traffic noise, railway noise 

and aircraft noise) or alternatively a loudspeaker that emits broadband noise as an artificial sound 

source. When using an artificial sound source, the loudspeaker directivity requirements have 

been established to ensure uniform sound coverage across the facade area. 

As indicated in the standard, the global traffic noise methods are preferred when the aim of the 

measurement is to estimate the indoor/outdoor sound level difference under actual traffic 

conditions. However, on numerous occasions, traffic characteristics in the measurement area are 

not appropriate for this type of measurement, so this method is often impractical. For this reason, 

the most commonly used method to verify compliance with the legal requirements for sound 

insulation of building facades is the so-called Global Loudspeaker Method. This method uses as 

a sound source a loudspeaker located outside of the building.  

In order to achieve a uniform distribution of sound pressure level across the sample being tested, 

ISO 16283-3 establishes requirements for the directivity of the loudspeaker. These requirements, 

which will be detailed in the following sections, are difficult to meet when the facades are large, 

even for common facade sizes of residential buildings. Therefore, in practice, some types of 

commercial speakers are unsuitable for these tests, including some that are specifically used in 

acoustic measurements. Moreover, the verification of uniformity of the sound pressure level 

produced by the speaker on the facade surface is not an easy task. This verification should be 

performed in free field conditions (i.e., in an anechoic chamber), but most existing anechoic 

chambers are not large enough to meet the geometric requirements of the test.  

The essential difference between free field conditions and actual conditions is that the speaker 

radiation over the facade is affected, at the very least, by the sound reflection from the ground 

and the reflection produced by the facade surface itself when employing “in situ” measurements. 

The sound wave reflected by the ground interferes with the direct wave, leading to spectral 

variations in the sound pressure at each point of the facade. For this reason, it is questionable 

whether the sound coverage obtained from the qualification tests for the loudspeaker (in free field 

conditions) corresponds to the coverage obtained from the actual in situ measurement. 

Recently, there have been several studies in which the technical aspects of the measurement of 

sound insulation of facades are analyzed. The effect of different loudspeaker heights has been 

investigated experimentally by Jonasson and Carlsson [2]. Hopkins and Lam [3] have studied the 

sound field in front of the facades. Berardi [4] focuses on the effects of interference caused by 

ground reflection, depending on the tolerance for the position of the speaker and the microphone 
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given in the standard. Sánchez Bote et al. [5] analyzed the influence of the directivity of the 

speaker on the sound covering the surface of the facade in free field conditions. However, no 

study has been published evaluating façade sound coverage, produced by different types of 

loudspeakers, under the conditions of in situ measurement. 

This paper presents a statistical analysis of the sound pressure level distribution along the facade, 

produced by the loudspeakers commonly used in acoustic testing. The study is conducted for 

different frequency bands and in different situations, including free field and actual in situ 

conditions, as well as with different geometric configurations of the test. 

2 Loudspeaker placement and requirements 

For the measurements, the speaker is placed outside the building, at a distance d ≥ 5 m from the 

facade, with the angle of sound incidence equal to (45 ± 0.5)º, so that the distance from the sound 

source to the center of the test specimen is r ≥ 7 m. These conditions are fulfilled for all points 

belonging to the circumference that forms the base of a cone, which has its vertex at the center 

of the test sample, the axis perpendicular to the base, and a height and base radius equal to d. 

Since the loudspeaker is preferably placed on the ground, its position corresponds to the 

intersection of points between the ground plane and the circumference of the base of the cone, 

and depends on the height of the center of the sample. The external microphone is located 2 m 

from the plane of the façade, in the middle. The height of the microphone must be 1.5 m above 

the floor of the receiving room. 

 

Figure 1– Geometry of the loudspeaker measurement method 

Concerning loudspeaker requirements, section 9.3 of ISO 16283-3 states that the directivity of 

the loudspeaker in free field must be such that the local differences in sound pressure level in 

each frequency band of interest are less than 5 dB, measured on an imaginary surface of the 

same size and orientation as the test specimen. Alternatively, the standard allows the use of 

speakers that satisfy the directivity requirements in Annex C of ISO 16283-3. These requirements 

are based on loudspeaker directivity indices, which are obtained by comparing the energy-
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average level for the complete arc of 360° with the energy-average value over every arc of 30° 

around the loudspeaker. 

3 Evaluation of the spatial variation of the sound pressure 
level, across the sample 

For the evaluation of the spatial variation of the sound level on the facade using the Global 

Loudspeaker Method, the sound pressure levels produced by different types of loudspeakers 

have been calculated in 1/3 octave bands, over an area of 4 m x 3 m, in two different conditions: 

Free field condition: sound pressure levels over an area of 4 x 3 m, in a free field, are calculated 

with the assumption that the calculation surface is acoustically transparent. 

In situ condition: sound pressure levels on a reflective surface of 4x3 m are calculated. Sound 

reflections from the floor and from the surface of the facade are taken into account. The absorption 

coefficients assigned to the ground and to the facade are α = 0.2 for all frequency bands.  

Following the criteria of the measurement standard, the calculations were performed with the 

speaker located 5 m from the facade, with an incidence angle of 45 degrees, which makes the 

speaker distance to the center of the facade 7 m. The air sound absorption, calculated for a 

temperature of 20 ° C, a relative humidity of 60% and an atmospheric pressure of 1013 hPa, has 

been taken into consideration.  

Among all the possible positions of the speaker, we have chosen two for this study. The position 

called "Front" corresponds to the case where the center of the facade is at a height of 5 m above 

ground level. According to [5], "Front" position is the one with a more uniform sound pressure 

level coverage, in free field, for an omnidirectional sound source. The position called "Side" is the 

one that provides a less uniform free field sound coverage for an omnidirectional sound source, 

and corresponds to the measurement situation where the center of the facade is at a height of 

1.5 m. Figure 2 illustrates both positions of the speaker in a situation of actual measurement. 

 

 

Figure 2– Loudspeaker positions. a) Front, b) Side 

a) b)
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In this study we have considered the type of speakers most commonly used in acoustic tests: 

one-way full-range speakers, two-way speakers—both coaxial and in line configuration—and 

dodecahedron speakers. Emission data of the speakers have been modeled by pistons of 

different sizes. In the modeling diffraction produced by the speaker box has been taken into 

account. Furthermore, it has been proven that the directivity patterns obtained in the models 

match, with a high degree of approximation, the directivity data obtained by measurements on 

loudspeaker with similar characteristics. In addition to the types of speakers mentioned above, a 

hypothetical sound source with ideal, omnidirectional directivity pattern (OMNI) has also been 

included in the study to serve as a reference for comparing the behavior of the other sound 

sources. Table 1 shows the characteristics of the sound sources considered. 

Table 1: Sound sources  

Name Description Characteristics 

OMNI 
Theoretical omnidirectional sound 
source. 

 

ONE-WAY One-way loudspeaker radius a1 = 10 cm. 

COAXIAL 
Two-way loudspeaker in ‘‘coaxial’’ 
configuration 

radius a1 = 10 cm and a2 = 2 cm,  
fc = 1 kHz. 

IN LINE 
Two-way loudspeaker ‘‘in line’’ 
configuration 

radius a1 = 10 cm and a2 = 2 cm,  
fc = 1 kHz. 

DODECAHEDRON Dodecahedron loudspeaker 12 sources with radius = 6 cm. 

 

For the calculations, the emission values have been adjusted to a sensitivity of 100 dB/1m in each 

of the third octave bands. The height of the acoustic center above the ground is set at 50 cm for 

all speakers. It has also been assumed that the reflection on the ground is purely specular.  

The calculations were performed at discrete points distributed over an area of 4 m x 3 m, based 

on a grid with 0.05 m x 0.05 m cells. For each point, the sound pressure level was calculated in 

each of the third octave bands with center frequencies between 100 Hz and 5000 Hz. So as not 

to present an excessive amount of data, only the results of three frequency bands—1) 100 Hz, 

located in the low frequency range, 2) 1000 Hz, in the medium frequency range and 3) 4000 Hz, 

in the high frequency range of the study—are shown in the following tables. 

3.1 Basic statistics and frequency distributions 

First, an analysis of the parameters of the descriptive statistics was conducted. Table 2 presents 

a summary of the parameters calculated, including the mean (MEAN), the standard deviation 

(SD), the range of values (RANGE) and the interquartile range (IQR) of the distribution of the 

sound pressure levels produced by the different sound sources. These parameters have been 

calculated for each of the five different sound sources in both measurement conditions considered 

in this study. The values with RANGE > 5 dB are marked in red. 

At low frequencies (100 Hz), the behavior of all speakers is similar, and no major differences were 

found for sound coverage characteristics between the free field and the in situ conditions. In all 
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instances the value of RANGE is below 5 dB, meeting the uniformity requirement of section 9.3 

of ISO 16283-3. 

Table 2: Basic statistics.  

FREQ. 

[Hz] 

POSI-

TION 
STATISTIC 

Free Field In situ 

OMNI 
ONE-

WAY 
COAXIAL IN LINE 

DODECA-

HEDRON 
OMNI 

ONE-

WAY 
COAXIAL IN LINE 

DODECA-

HEDRON 

100  

SIDE 

MEAN 82.92 82.92 82.92 82.92 82.92 93.71 93.69 93.69 93.79 93.70 

SD 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.92 

RANGE 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.15 4.32 4.31 4.31 4.24 4.32 

IQR 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.40 1.37 1.36 1.36 1.36 1.36 

FRONT 

MEAN 82.89 82.89 82.89 82.89 82.89 93.33 93.30 93.30 93.48 93.33 

SD 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.82 

RANGE 2.82 2.82 2.82 2.82 2.82 3.04 3.08 3.08 2.98 3.04 

IQR 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.42 1.44 1.44 1.38 1.41 

1000 

SIDE 

MEAN 82.74 80.73 82.57 82.29 80.86 86.46 86.36 86.35 87.58 86.47 

SD 0.93 1.56 0.91 0.94 2.64 5.38 4.11 4.76 2.07 5.02 

RANGE 4.16 3.94 4.04 3.93 4.55 19.35 14.53 16.94 7.99 18.44 

IQR 1.40 1.41 1.40 1.44 1.40 8.90 7.30 8.19 3.34 8.22 

FRONT 

MEAN 82.86 82.73 82.79 82.70 82.99 93.18 91.46 92.25 88.21 93.35 

SD 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.72 0.86 1.01 1.08 1.12 1.33 1.20 

RANGE 2.83 2.99 2.92 2.76 3.08 3.48 3.66 3.83 4.43 4.17 

IQR 1.29 1.25 1.27 1.22 1.49 1.70 1.80 1.86 2.40 2.06 

4000 

SIDE 

MEAN 82.74 80.73 82.57 82.29 80.86 90.34 86.30 89.47 89.35 89.59 

SD 0.93 1.56 0.91 0.94 2.64 2.22 1.54 2.11 1.92 2.26 

RANGE 4.24 8.75 3.94 3.93 12.85 12.48 9.23 11.77 10.21 11.63 

IQR 1.43 2.21 1.43 1.50 2.59 2.66 2.06 2.56 2.58 2.55 

FRONT 

MEAN 82.71 80.49 82.52 82.34 80.90 90.62 86.03 89.23 89.04 86.82 

SD 0.76 1.73 0.76 0.74 1.78 0.66 1.74 0.92 0.96 1.83 

RANGE 2.87 8.25 3.09 2.74 9.68 2.46 8.31 3.49 3.60 10.06 

IQR 1.31 2.74 1.25 1.23 1.84 1.12 2.74 1.53 1.46 1.57 

 

At medium frequencies (1000 Hz), significant differences are found in some of the indicators, such 

as, for example, in RANGE. All values of RANGE are less than 5 dB in free field conditions, which 

is the condition used for the qualification of the speakers. However, in in situ conditions and the 

SIDE position, all values of RANGE exceed 5 dB for all the speakers analyzed, including the 

theoretical OMNI sound source. Thus, even if the speakers meet the sound coverage requirement 

of ISO 16283-3, none of the speakers guarantees a uniform coverage of the surface tested when 

employing the SIDE position and in situ testing condition. In these cases, local sound pressure 

level differences ranging between 8 dB and 19 dB are obtained, depending on the speaker used. 
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As expected, the most striking differences in performance between different speakers are 

obtained at high frequencies (4000 Hz). Looking specifically at the RANGE value, only the 

COAXIAL and IN LINE speakers (apart from the theoretical OMNI sound source) meet the 

uniformity requirement established in section 9.3 of the standard ISO 16283-3 in the SIDE 

position. The other speakers (ONE-WAY and DODECAHEDRON) produce, in the free field 

condition, a range of values much greater than 5 dB. Paradoxically, most of the dodecahedral 

speakers easily meet the requirements in Annex C of the standard. Regarding the performance  

of the speakers in situ, in the front position, only COAXIAL and IN LINE speakers (besides the 

theoretical OMNI sound source) produce a range of values lower than 5 dB, whereas, in the SIDE 

position, the values produced by the different speakers range between 9.2 to 12.5 dB. 

 

Figure 3– Example of frequency distributions  for the SIDE position at 1000 Hz: a) Free field and b) 
In situ. 

All these aspects can be seen clearly in the graphical representation of the frequency distributions 

of the sound levels. As an example, the distributions obtained for the SIDE position, at frequency 

1000 Hz, are shown in Figure 3, for both free field conditions as well as in situ conditions. 

3.2 Correlation Analysis 

In order to determine whether the distribution functions of the sound pressure levels on the 

facades behave similarly for the various sound sources considered, correlation coefficients 

between the sound pressure levels corresponding to the different sources have been calculated, 

allowing us to determine their degree of linear dependence. With the calculation of the correlation, 

one can observe the relation that exists, in each of the points considered, between the sound 

pressure level in the baseline situation and each of the considered situations. If the correlation is 

high and positive, this means that when the value obtained for the reference situation increases 

so does the value for the condition considered. 

The Pearson, Spearman and Kendall correlation coefficients are calculated to evaluate the 

degree of correlation. The following tables present the results of the Pearson correlation 
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coefficient (the other correlation coefficients calculated yield similar results) for two different 

hypotheses. Low correlation values are marked in red in the tables. 

Table 3 shows the correlation coefficients representing the degree of linear dependence between 

each speaker type in the free field condition and the same speaker in the in situ condition. Looking 

at the data, the correlation between the speakers in the free field condition and the same speakers 

in the in situ condition in the FRONT position is good for all the speaker types. However, at 

medium and high frequencies, the speakers in the free field condition do not show correlation with 

the corresponding speakers in the in situ condition for the SIDE position. 

Table 3: Pearson correlation index between free field an in situ conditions. 

FREQ. 

[Hz] 
POSITION OMNI ONE-WAY COAXIAL IN LINE 

DODECA- 

HEDRON 

100 
SIDE 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

FRONT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1000 
SIDE -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 0.29 -0.1 

FRONT 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 

4000 
SIDE 0.55 0.96 0.57 0.42 0.49 

FRONT 0.84 1.00 0.91 0.94 0.97 

 

Table 4 shows the correlation coefficients of the different speakers in different conditions, using 

the OMNI sound source in the free field condition as reference. At the 100 Hz frequency band, all 

the speakers have an almost perfect correlation with the reference sound source, both in free field 

and in situ conditions, and for the two positions. For the medium frequency, high correlation values 

are also obtained, except for the SIDE position in in situ conditions. Results are similar at 4000 

Hz, except for ONE-WAY and DODECAHEDRON speakers, which show a low correlation with 

the reference speaker in all cases. 

Table 4: Pearson correlation index between observations using as reference an omnidirectional 
source, in free field condition, located at the same position. 

FREQ. 

[Hz] 
POSITION 

Free Field In situ 

OMNI 
ONE-

WAY 
COAXIAL 

IN 

LINE 

DODECA-

HEDRON 
OMNI 

ONE-

WAY 
COAXIAL 

IN 

LINE 

DODECA-

HEDRON 

100 
SIDE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 

FRONT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

1000 
SIDE 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.99 -0.07 -0.02 -0.05 0.24 -0.04 

FRONT 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.99 0.96 

4000 
SIDE 1.00 0.36 0.99 0.96 0.14 0.45 0.33 0.47 0.36 0.29 

FRONT 1.00 0.30 0.99 0.96 -0.48 0.87 0.30 0.91 0.88 -0.56 
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4 Comparison Test of Frequency Distributions 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has been used to compare the frequency distributions. With this 

test, the statistic D is calculated, the degrees of freedom are determined, the significance level is 

established and the critical value is obtained for the test. The distributions are considered similar 

when the significance level is greater than 5%, that is, when the p-value is greater than 0.05. 

Table 5 shows the results of applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to the different configurations 

studied, using the frequency distribution for the omnidirectional sound source in the free field as 

reference. The p-values that are less than 0.05 are shown in red.  

Table 5.-  Comparison of frequency distributions using as reference an omnidirectional source, in 
free field condition, located at the same position. 

FREQ. 

[Hz] 
POSITION  

Free Field In situ 

D p-value D p-value 

100 

SIDE 

OMNI 0.0000 1.0000 0.0190 0.3329 

ONE-WAY 0.0000 1.0000 0.0194 0.3086 

COAXIAL 0.0000 1.0000 0.0194 0.3086 

INLINE 0.0000 1.0000 0.0142 0.7043 

DODECAHEDRON 0.0000 1.0000 0.0196 0.2969 

FRONT 

OMNI 0.0000 1.0000 0.0451 0.0001 

ONE-WAY 0.0067 0.9999 0.0534 0.0000 

COAXIAL 0.0067 0.9999 0.0534 0.0000 

INLINE 0.0067 0.9999 0.0391 0.0011 

DODECAHEDRON 0.0000 1.0000 0.0449 0.0001 

1000 

SIDE 

OMNI 0.0000 1.0000 0.4461 0.0000 

ONE-WAY 0.0162 0.5364 0.3967 0.0000 

COAXIAL 0.0087 0.9921 0.4248 0.0000 

INLINE 0.0261 0.0689 0.2617 0.0000 

DODECAHEDRON 0.0208 0.2333 0.4104 0.0000 

FRONT 

OMNI 0.0000 1.0000 0.1479 0.0000 

ONE-WAY 0.0180 0.3993 0.1666 0.0000 

COAXIAL 0.0123 0.8457 0.1777 0.0000 

INLINE 0.0565 0.0000 0.2188 0.0000 

DODECAHEDRON 0.0670 0.0000 0.1874 0.0000 

4000 

SIDE 

OMNI 0.0000 1.0000 0.1935 0.0000 

ONE-WAY 0.1473 0.0000 0.1222 0.0000 

COAXIAL 0.0229 0.1508 0.1844 0.0000 

INLINE 0.0293 0.0284 0.1775 0.0000 

DODECAHEDRON 0.3287 0.0000 0.2117 0.0000 

FRONT 

OMNI 0.0000 1.0000 0.0664 0.0000 

ONE-WAY 0.2698 0.0000 0.2694 0.0000 

COAXIAL 0.0196 0.2969 0.0998 0.0000 

INLINE 0.1200 0.0000 0.1251 0.0000 

DODECAHEDRON 0.2447 0.0000 0.2846 0.0000 

 

Table 5 shows that, in free field, only the COAXIAL speaker produces a frequency distribution 

function of sound pressure level equivalent to that of the reference speaker in all the frequency 

bands analyzed. In the in situ conditions, p-values greater than 0.05 are obtained only at 100 Hz, 

in the SIDE position. In all other speakers, the frequency distributions are statistically different 

from the frequency distribution produced by the reference speaker. 
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, it was carried out a statistical study of sound pressure levels across the facades, 

produced by different types of speakers, when the global Loudspeaker method of ISO 16283-3 is 

used. 

The main conclusions of the study can be summarized in the following points: 

In general, and particularly for medium and high frequencies and for SIDE position, the covering 

of the facade obtained in free field (conditions used for the qualification of the directivity of the 

speaker) does not correspond to the covering that the same speakers produce in actual 

measurement conditions. 

Dodecahedron loudspeakers, that usually meet the requirements in Annex C of ISO 16283-3, in 

some frequency bands, exceeds largely the limit for the local differences in sound pressure level 

set in section 9.3 of this standard, even in free field conditions. 

None of the loudspeakers that have been considered in this study produces a distribution of sound 

pressure levels along the façade, in actual in situ conditions, equivalent to that produced by a 

purely omnidirectional sound source in free field conditions. 

For all this, in our opinion, it would be convenient to review the requirements for verification of the 

directivity of the speakers in the international standard ISO 16283-3. 
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